Commercial Aquatic Supplies
A division of DB Perks & Associates Ltd.
#108-2411 Dollarton Hwy, North Vancouver, B.C. V7H 0A3
tel: 604-980-2812 fax: 604-980-0196 Toll free: 1-800-663-5905

Gutter Detail form - For Aqua Step (Page 1 of 3)
The Aqua Step you have ordered will be custom made to fit your pool. In order to make it correctly, precise
measurements are required. The two key dimensions are the deck to pool floor height & side to side slope, in the
location where the steps will be installed. Depending on the pool depth the steps will contact the bottom of the
pool 30-40 inches from the wall, so if the pool bottom slopes front to back, include measurements that show
how much.
Please also provide dimensions/measurements if your stairs will be in a location where the pool bottom slopes
from side to side.
For the top step to lay flat on the pool deck provide the gutter detail. 4 Sample gutter styles are shown below, if
they are not like your pool, please provide your gutter profile on a separate piece of paper, complete with
dimensions and send it along with the pool depth confirmation form.
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Submitting pictures of you gutter profile is helpful!
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Pool Depth Confirmation form - For Aqua Step (page 2 of 3)
Important - check your measurements at least two times and fill out the form below.
This is a safety measure / double check system. If the measurements are accurate,
sign below and fax or e-mail this back to Commercial Aquatic Supplies.

** MEASURE TWICE **
This is a customized item specifically for your pool.

If there is a slope side to side, provide this measurement for both sides(each side).
Would you like side shielding and stair risers?

___________________________
yes or no

Many health authorities require these options to be part of your stair system,
Please contact your local health authority prior to ordering

use a min 4Ft level

B

For side Shielding, indicate corner
details round or square. If round indicate radius.

Deck Surface

A ___________
B ___________
C ___________
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from deck top to pool bottom at 2ft from pool wall
from deck top to pool bottom at 3ft from pool wall

A B C D

from deck top to pool bottom at 4ft from pool wall

from deck top to pool bottom at 5ft from pool wall

Pool Floor

I verify that the measurements depicting of the depth of our pool and the gutter details
provided are accurate. I also understand that the water depth of our pool is meaningless.
I also verify that I used a 4’ level to obtain the deck measurements at each interval out to 4’
away from the pool wall.

Facility Name:_________________________ Date:_________________
Contact Person Title/position: ___________________________________
Signature:______________________________

Attn: Inaccurate drawing and measurements that require modifications or re-manufacture of an Aqua Step
are the sole responsibility of the customer. Commercial Aquatic Supplies will bill accordingly for time, freight
materials in all cases to remedy the situation.

Please call with any questions you may have while completing this form
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Optional Sides and Risers - For Aqua Step (page 3 of 3)

Stair riser shields (optional add on) to prevent slipping through
back of each step. (Not clearly shown in this picture).

Side Shields are an optional add on
Check with your health authority to see if your facility is required
to have these options on your Aqua Step. Please indicate your
requirements on your order.
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